CLOSE THE GAP
Between scale-up and scale-out infrastructure
Traditional infrastructure
can be challenging:
1. Difficult to scale efficiently
2. Costly to expand
3. Limiting for performance & innovation

BOOST AGILITY AND SPEED
WITH SCALABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Scale-out infrastructure supported by Red Hat’s open,
production-grade technologies helps your business:

SAVE TIME
Using Red Hat® technologies, organizations
can develop and deploy apps 66% faster.

9.6 years saved
COX AUTOMOTIVE cut delivery time from more
than a month to less than 20 minutes and saved
9.6 years in development time.

70% faster
FICO developed analytic solutions 70% faster
with a cloud-based delivery channel for
customers, built on Red Hat technologies.

SAVE MONEY
Deploy common hardware within your
scale-out infrastructure to decrease server,
storage, and networking costs.

50% reduction of TCO
AVIANCA AIRLINES reduced its total cost
of ownership (TCO) by 50% by integrating
apps across the entire organization.

40% reduction of TCO
KOREAN BROADCASTING STATION (KBS)
reduced TCO by more than 40%.

JOIN A COMMUNITY OF INNOVATORS
“The orchestration features of
Red Hat CloudForms helped us
assemble all the pieces of our
infrastructure into a complete
solution & simplified management
of the technology through
automation. We’ll also be able
to expand the solutions as our
needs change.”
Frank Venditti
Chief infrastructure architect
MUFG Union Bank

“We now have the capability to
alter our infrastructure based
purely on code. We can deliver
products to market more
quickly than our competitors.
It’s a game changer.”

“One of the things about Red Hat
that we liked was how its
solutions are so compatible
with products from a majority
of independent software
vendors (ISVs).”

Paul Cutter
CTO
Paddy Power Betfair

Daniel Concepcion
Managing director of IT
Produban

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
Toward IT agility and transformation

Ready for scale-out infrastructure?
Deploy a complete DevOps platform with Red Hat Cloud Suite,
which includes everything you need to assemble your cloud and
application development infrastructure.
If your organization is starting with a private cloud first, consider
Red Hat Cloud Infrastructure, which gives you all of the
technology required for an open private cloud environment.
TO LEARN MORE:
Contact your Red Hat sales representatives or visit:
redhat.com/en/technologies/cloud-computing/cloud-suite
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